A requirements specification defines the requirements for the future system at a conceptual level (i.e. class or type level). In contrast, a scenario represents a concrete example of current or future system usage. In early RE phases, scenarios are used to support the definition of high level requirements (goals) to be achieved by the new system. In many cases, those goals can to a large degree be elicited by observing, documenting and analysing scenarios about current system usage, i.e. the new system must often fulfil many of the functional and non-functional goals of the existing system. To support the elicitation and validation of the goals achieved by the existing system and to illustrate problems of the old system we propose to capture current system usage using rich media (e.g. video, speech, pictures etc.) and to interrelate those observations with the goal definitions. Thus, we particularly aim at making the abstraction process which leads to the definition of the conceptual models more transparent and traceable.
Introduction

Definition of Current-State and Desired-State Models
Traditionally, the role of requirements engineering is to establish a complete, consistent, and unambiguous requirements specification which defines the requirements of the desired system at a conceptual level. In the late seventies and during the eighties a variety of methods for defining the data (e.g. ER modelling [6] ), the behaviour (e.g. StateCharts [17] ), or the functions of the system (Structured Analysis [12] , [46] ) had been proposed. In the late eighties and early nineties object oriented techniques (e.g. [4] , [41] ) appeared which proposed an integration of the three views. Today this stream resulted in the definition of the Unified Modelling Language [37] .
As argued in many publications, it is essential to consider the history and functionality of the existing system when defining the requirements for the new system (e.g. McMenamin and Palmer [27] ). There are two main reasons for this: (a) the new system has to provide to a large degree the functionality of the old system; (b) making the same error twice can be avoided, i.e. one can learn a lot from the success stories and pitfalls of the existing system. Other authors see current-state analysis as essential foundation for change integration, i.e. incrementally defining the new system based on a conceptualisation of parts of the existing system, like in Lundeberg's ISAC approach [25] or in the RE frameworks proposed by Potts [36] and Jarke and Pohl [22] , [23] . Another popular area where the modelling of the current-state serves as a basis for defining the desired future state is business process reengineering, e.g. [42] .
Thus, there exist two types of conceptual descriptions in a requirements engineering process. The current-state model, which (partially) defines the functionality and history of the existing system, and the desired-state model which defines the requirements for the future system. Jackson [19] calls the first type of model indicative properties whereas the second type of model is called optative properties.
As depicted in Fig. 1 , implementing a new system thus requires four major steps: 1. Reverse analysis: Defining a current-state model by abstracting from the reality is required, since in most cases no conceptual model of the actual system exists, or the model is not up to date; 2. Change definition: Integrating the change definition into the (partial) current-state model, thereby defining the model for the new system; 3. Change implementation: Designing, implementing, testing and installing the new system based on the desired-state model; 4. Legacy integration: Considering the existing context during the change implementation to empower reuse and to avoid conflicting system implementation.
desired state model
(1) reverse analysis The quality of the new defined (or updated) current-state and desired-state models evidently depends on the knowledge elicited from the stakeholders; i.e. it heavily depends on the successful stakeholder involvement in the requirements engineering process.
Scenarios are proposed as an ideal means to support the definition of the current-state model and to drive the change definition, i.e. to achieve better stakeholder involvement. In contrast to conceptual models, scenarios describe concrete examples of current and future system usage. As indicated, e.g., in a survey of industrial projects using scenarios [44] the use of scenarios, in addition to conceptual models, improves the quality of the requirements engineering process. A comprehensive comparison of existing scenario-based techniques has been developed in the ESPRIT Reactive Research Project CREWS 1 [40] . The most popular form of scenarios are use cases as proposed by Jacobson's OOSE [21] and their various extensions, e.g. by Regnell [38] , [39] or Cockburn [8] .
Complementary experiences in e.g., participatory design (e.g., [3] , [5] , [43] ) indicate that better stakeholder involvement can be achieved by using rich media (e.g. video, pictures, screen dumps, speech etc.) for recording and discussing current system usage. Amongst others, the use of rich media in requirements engineering processes leads to a better understanding of the usage domain, enforces focused observation of (temporally and/or spatially) distributed aspects, avoids presumptuous abstractions, enables repeatability of results and late reflections [5] .
Overview of the paper
In this paper, we present an approach which bridges the gap between concrete examples of current system usage (scenarios) at the instance level and the conceptual current-state models at the type level. We argue to capture current system usage using rich media and to interrelate those observations with the current-state model. More precisely, we propose to relate the parts of the observations which have caused the definition of a concept of the current-state model or against which a concept was validated with the corresponding concepts. Thereby the conceptual current-state model and the recorded observations are interrelated. Our approach particularly aims at making the abstraction process which leads to the definition of the current-state models more transparent and traceable.
The interrelations between the components of the current-state model and the corresponding parts of the observations provide the basis for • explaining and illustrating a conceptual model to, e.g., untrained stakeholders or new team members, and thereby improving a common understanding of the model; • detecting, analysing and resolving different interpretation of the observations; • comparing different observations using computed annotations based on the interrelations;
• refining or detailing a conceptual model during later process phases.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we provide an overview of our approach. For early requirements engineering phases we argue to first focus on the elicitation and validation of the goals achieved by the current system. In addition, we outline the main benefits gained from interrelating goals and recorded observations. In Sect. 3 we define typed dependency links. We illustrate the use of the dependency links to relate a goal to the parts of the captured observations which have caused its definition and/or against which the goal was validated. In Sect. 4 we propose navigation and visualisation techniques which are based on the fine-grained interrelations between the goal model and the captured observations. These techniques are used for explaining the goal model, for comparing different observations and for supporting the integration of different stakeholder views.
We have implemented our approach in the PRIME-CREWS environment (Sect. 5). PRIME-CREWS has been used in a trial application. In Sect. 6 we sketch some examples from the trial application, summarise our experiences and characterise typical situations in which the proposed approach can and has been successfully applied. Finally, we compare our approach with existing work (Sect. 7) and provide an outlook on future work (Sect. 8).
Overall Approach
Interrelating Captured Observations and Current-State Models
Fig. 2 depicts our overall approach. We propose to capture observations of current system usage using rich media. We call a captured observation Real World Scene. The material gathered during an observation may contain information about many system usages. We therefore propose to pre-structure this material into what we call a Real World Example (RWE). An RWE is a collection of material that represents one system usage. The material belonging to an RWE should be arranged in a suitable manner, e.g. if the observation was recorded using video, the video should be cut in a way that it shows the temporal sequence of a sample system usage.
RWEs are used for two main purposes. On the one hand, new concepts are elicited from the RWEs. On the other hand, the current-state models can be validated against the RWEs. In both cases, we propose to interrelate the parts of the observations with the component of the conceptual current-state model which was elicited from the fragment and/or validated against the fragment (see Fig. 2 ). The requirements engineer has therefore to select the corresponding fragment of the RWE and to indicate the type of the interrelation to be created between the fragment and the component of the current 
Fig. 2: Interrelating Real World Example Fragments with Model
Components. The interrelation takes place at a fine-grained level, since arbitrary fragments of the recorded observations (e.g. a cut-out video clip or even a part of one picture as extreme) can be linked to any element of a conceptual model -in contrast to relating the whole observation to the current-state model. The types of interrelations to be created between the RWEFs and the components of the current-state models depend on the modelling primitives.
Note that we do not propose a new conceptual modelling technique, but argue to embed an appropriate existing technique in our overall approach. Likewise, we neither provide any guidelines for capturing real world scenes nor for the pre-structuring of real world scenes into real world examples. However, the approach described in the following can be embedded in the guidelines proposed, e.g. by McGraw and Harbinson [26] for capturing and evaluating real world observations. Obviously, our approach is not equally well applicable for any kind of project. It is well suited for projects in which the functionality of the old system could be observed and in which this functionality has to a large degree be provided by the new system (even if the system implementation changes significantly due to, e.g., technological progress) and/or in which observed shortcomings provide the basis to derive new goals for the new systems. Innovative projects where there is no precursor system will benefit less from our approach.
Benefits
When interrelating the model components with the RWEFs, a fine-grained formal structure is gradually imposed on the initially completely unstructured observations. Moreover this structure is interrelated with the model components defined in the conceptual model. Thus, one can selectively access the RWEFs related to a model component. Vice versa, the components elicited from or validated against an RWEF can be retrieved. Thus bi-directional selective access between the observations and the conceptual models is established. In this paper we focus on four main advantages gained by the fine-grained interrelations: [27] . Trying to understand the essence behind different incarnations just based on observations is sometimes very difficult. The comparison of different observations can be supported by using a more abstract conceptual description of the observations. The typed interrelations between the RWEFs and the model components support such a comparison; 3. Definition and comparison of multiple viewpoints. The definition of a current-state model based on a (set of) real world scenes is always subjective, i.e. depends on the perception of the people defining the model. Since the observations are persistently recorded, each stakeholder can define his viewpoint in a conceptual model according to his perception based on the same set of observations. Viewpoint resolution can be supported based on the type of interrelations between the model components and RWEFs. Different conceptualisation of identical and/or overlapping RWEFs and similar conceptualisation based on non-overlapping RWEFs can be highlighted. In addition, the typed interrelations can be used to support the mediation and negotiation of the stakeholders by grounding discussions on (parts of) real world observations; 4. Reviewing of conceptual models. Structured review of current-state models leads to higher model quality. The review can make use of the RWEFs to better understand the abstractions made and thus to better justify and comment on the model (components) under review. The typed interrelations are a prerequisite for selectively accessing the fragments for a model component.
Goal Modelling
In early phases of analysing the existing system, it is important to understand and agree about the why behind certain properties of the system (e.g. "Why does the system support this activity?"), before dealing with details about how and what, e.g. the data the system deals with, system function and/or system behaviour. Consequently, more and more RE frameworks suggest the explicit definition of goal models prior to the definition of the more common conceptual data, behaviour and functional models. Eric Yu has nicely summarised the various applications of goals in requirements engineering [48] . As he indicates, goals are used:
• as central means for requirements elicitation and elaboration, thereby encouraging the stakeholders to ask "why", "how" and "how else" questions (e.g., [2] , [11] ); • for relating the system to organisational and business context (e.g. [47] , [20] , [33] );
• to clarify requirements and stakeholder objectives without the need to go too much into detail (e.g., [7] , [24] )
• to deal with conflicts (e.g., [28] , [7] , [11] ). Goals can be used as interconnecting mediation points supporting a focus on common objectives first, before going into the details of resolving the conflicts. The fact that goal modelling is widely used for a large variety of purposes indicates that goals are a fundamental concept within an intentional ontology of early requirements engineering phases [48] .
We have thus chosen goals as the central concept for defining the current-state model. Existing goal modelling approaches differ in the concepts provided for structuring and interrelating goals. In this paper we use the most common structuring constructs for goal models, namely the organisation of goals in hierarchical AND/OR reduction/refinement graphs. 2 Goal models are represented as directed acyclic graphs (DAG). Each goal is depicted as a node of the DAG. An AND-reduction of a goal g into two or more sub-goals g 1 ,...,g n is represented by angular lines between g and all sub-goals (see Fig. 3, left) . The meaning of an AND-reduction is that for fulfilling g, all sub-goals g 1 ,...,g n must be fulfilled. OR-refinements are expressed by direct lines between a super-goal g and at least two subgoals g 1 ,...,g n (see Fig. 3, right) . In this case, g is fulfilled if at least one goal g i among g 1 ,...,g n is fulfilled. Each sub-goal can itself be further reduced/refined.
AND-Reduction
OR-Refinement
Using goals as central concepts we take advantage of the fact that goal models are more abstract (expressing the why) than data, behaviour, and functional descriptions. Concentrating on goals facilitates the detection of commonalties between different observations. If more detailed knowledge about the achievement of a goal is required (what and how) a behavioural, functional, data, and/or objectoriented model can be created. The typed interrelations between the goals and the RWEFs can facilitate the detailing or re-modelling. Moreover, establishing a goal model in the first place and defining detailed conceptual current-state models whenever required, reduces effort and time to be spent and is thus more cost effective.
However, our approach does not force a strict top-down conceptualisation process. It equally supports a bottom-up conceptualisation in which first observed low-level functional goals are defined and then abstracted into more high-level functional or even business goals. Thus, obviously also a mixture of both, i.e. middle-out conceptualisation, can be supported. As we rely on observable phenomena, the initial abstraction level is normally restricted by what can be captured in an RWE. We would thus typically not start with a very high-level goal like "increase profit by 10 per cent". 2 The choice of another goal model would not affect the approach presented in this paper. Our basic approach of interrelating the goals defined in the goal model with parts of the captured observations of current system usage could be adapted to every type of conceptual (goal) model. 
Defining a Current-State Goal Model based on Real World Examples
In this section, we elaborate on the fundamental relationships that can exist between an RWEF and the components of a goal model, and describe a set of method fragments which establish these relationships.
When developing a goal model based on (a set of) RWEs, elicitation and validation can be distinguished as two conceptually different objectives. The focus of elicitation lies on building up the goal model according to the knowledge gained by analysing the observations 3 . The objective of validation is to collect evidence from the RWEs for the individual goals of an elicited goal model. In a typical analysis session however, elicitation and validation are often heavily intertwined. Whenever the analyst encounters problems in validating a goal model against the RWEs, this leads to the elicitation of new goals, which either have to be attained in addition to existing goals, or may represent alternative goals for achieving a super-goal.
Based on the assumption that the observation material belonging to one RWE has been arranged according to some logical criteria, e.g. to the temporal sequence of events, we recommend to analyse each RWE from the beginning to the end.
If the requirements engineer identifies a goal to be achieved in a part of the RWE and this goal is defined in the current goal model, he extracts this part as an RWEF and interrelates it with the goal using a typed dependency link (Sect. 3.1). If the goal is not yet defined in the hierarchy, he has elicited a new goal, which has to be added to the goal model and linked with the RWEF (Sect. 3.2). To support the explanation of the goal model, we propose to characterise certain RWEFs as reference examples for attaining or failing a goal and documenting this by defining a specific dependency link between the goal and the RWEF (Sect. 3.3).
Validation of Goals
When the analyst identifies a correspondence between a part r of an RWE with a goal g, he can interpret r to have basically one of two possible relationships to g: 1. r is interpreted by the analyst as an example of how the current system attains g. Then r is extracted as an RWEF and linked to g via a dependency link of type Attains. We call r an attainment evidence for g. 2. r is interpreted by the analyst as an example that shows a bad, unwanted or a to be avoided attempt of attaining a goal g which results in its failure. Then r is extracted as an RWEF and linked to g via a dependency link of type Fails. In this case r is called a failure evidence for g. The relationships mentioned above only make sense when the analyst can be sure that the goal g is actually being tackled in r. When g is not tackled in r at all or the attainment/failure of g is not observable, then there is no statement on the relationship between r and g possible. In this case, r and g remain unrelated.
Elicitation of Goals
The analysis of an RWE may also lead to the elicitation of a new goal. Whenever the requirements engineer interprets a part of an RWE as an attempt to achieve a goal which is not yet present in the goal model, four situations can be distinguished as illustrated in Fig. 4 . 
Positive and Negative Examples
Once a larger set of RWEs has been matched against a goal model (possibly by different stakeholders), there may exist several attainment evidences for a certain goal which might indicate different ways of attaining g. However, by saying that r is an attainment evidence for g we do not make any statement on the way how g was achieved in r, i.e. whether it matches the expectations of the analyst or not.
For distinguishing the subset of RWEFs {r i1 ,...,r im } that show the most preferred way of attaining g among a set of all attainment evidences, we introduce the dependency type Positive between all r i ∈{r i1 ,...,r im } and g. We then call r i a positive evidence of g.
Similarly, we may want to state that a set of failure evidences {r j1,..., r jn } shows the most illustrative ways of failing to achieve g. This is expressed by a dependency link of type Negative between r j ∈{r j1 ,...,r jn } and g. In this case we call r j a negative evidence of g.
One could argue to assess each RWEF on a continuous scale from, e.g., 0 to 1 where 0 means the worst way of failing g, whereas 1 means the ideal way of attaining g. We believe however, that it is extremely difficult to exactly quantify the adherence of an RWEF to the expectations of the analyst and therefore rely on the simple qualitative assessment described above. The main purpose of the positive and negative dependency types is to mark certain evidences as reference examples of how to attain or fail a goal. This greatly improves the understandability of individual goals in the goal model when, e.g., new team members have to be introduced into the domain and trained.
Typical Applications based on the Fine-Grained Interrelations
We now describe three applications that exploit the established relationships between RWEs and the goal model: It is noteworthy that just the restriction on the small amount of link types (four) defined between the goal model and the RWEs enables these applications. For example, the visualisation of correspondences and differences of the real world examples and the stakeholders' viewpoints described below would not be possible if there would be a larger set of interrelations.
Explanation Support
Formally speaking, the interrelations described in Sect. 3 establish a set D of tuples (r, lt, g), where r denotes a RWEF, lt a link type, and g a goal. This imposes, on the one hand, an access structure upon the RWEs; i.e. a set of RWEFs typed by the incident links is gained from initially totally unstructured multimedia material. On the other hand, the goal model is annotated by a set of evidences, which are close to the perception of the involved stakeholders.
Queries on D providing access paths on both the goal model and the RWEs can be exploited in various explanation situations e.g. for explaining abstract goals (Sect. 4. 
Explanation of Goals
Goals are mostly formulated in an abstract way, which makes it difficult for different stakeholders to share a common understanding of their meaning. By using the established traceability links, RWEFs of attaining and failing a given goal g can be retrieved from D. In particular, the use of Positive and Negative links allows the retrieval of illustrating reference examples of goal attainment and failure, respectively. Thereby, new team members and stakeholders, who are not familiar with the goal-modelling notation, can easily and rapidly be drawn into the project. 
Explanation of Real World Examples
Conversely, one could take an RWE e as starting point and ask for the "Why" and "What", i.e. the goals, behind certain RWEFs r i of e. More precisely, as illustrated in Fig. 5 (right) one could ask for those RWEFs of the given example e • which are well-performed, i.e. which fragments r i of e are related in D to a goal via an Attains or even Positive link, and to which goals g j ? • where problems have been revealed, i.e. which fragments r i are related in D to a goal via a Fails or even Negative link; and to which goals g k ?
• which seem to be unnecessary since there is no obvious correspondence to a goal, i.e. for which fragments r i does not exist a link to any goal in D ? Another application of traceability information seeks at retrieving alternatives for a given RWEF r 1 through their relation to common goals in D. (2) we go a more indirect way and access a RWEF r 3 of another example which is linked to an alternative goal g 2 of g 1 .
Besides the applications of the traceability information mentioned above, one could think of lots of further method fragments which use the goal tree as an access structure to the set of RWEs, e.g. to retrieve all necessary steps to achieve a goal, possibly distributed over more than one RWE. Therefore, one of the important requirements defined for the tool support of our approach (see Sect. 5) is that method knowledge supported by the tools should not be hard-coded, but be adaptable and extendable later from the outside.
Reviewing the Goal Model
The development of a goal model (and any conceptual model in general) always depends on the requirements engineer's subjective interpretation of the real world which he wants to capture in the goal model. For balancing and negotiating the goal model with the perceptions and opinions of other stakeholders, a review of the goal model is crucial. The established relationships to the RWEFs provide an excellent means for illustrating the decisions and considerations underlying the development of the goal model during the reviewing process. The reviewer is facilitated in understanding the original model builder's interpretations, e.g. the attainment of certain goals.
The interpretations and considerations of the original model builder must not necessarily be shared by the reviewer. This possibly leads to a different view, i.e. the existence of a goal as well as its relationship to a certain RWEF may be questioned by the reviewer. For expressing a match or a mismatch, we allow marking a goal or a relationship to an RWEF as either agreed or disagreed by the reviewer. In addition, the reviewer may enrich the goal model with added relationships between goals and RWEFs (as described in Sect. 3.1) or even elicits new goals (as described in Sect. 3.2). Thus, the interpretations and considerations underlying the changes made by reviewer are documented in the same way as those of the original model builder. On the one hand, this facilitates the detection of stakeholder differences. On the other hand, misinterpretations of the conceptual models and the RWEs by the reviewer, which possibly has considerably less knowledge than the original modeller, can easier be (re-)corrected.
In the following sections, we show how different visualisation techniques can be used to improve the reviewing process, e.g. by visualising stakeholder differences or displaying quality data of the existing interrelations.
Annotated Goal Tree
Besides explanation, the established relationships between a goal model and a set of RWEs can be used to annotate the goal model for different purposes. We first describe the situation where we want to compare two examples with respect to the goal model (Sect. 4.3.1). Next we consider the examination of two different stakeholder views concerning the relations of one example to the goal model (Sect. 4.3.2). We then generalise these applications to an annotation of the goal model which considers multiple examples and multiple stakeholder views (Sect. 4 
Comparing Real World Examples
Consider a situation in which the analyst wants to compare two RWEs in order to detect similarities or differences. In general, it is very difficult to compare the RWEs directly at the instance level since correspondences are often blurred by completely different incarnations. In this situation, the established relationships to the goal model provide means to visualise possible correspondences between both examples with respect to the goals they treat. For example, a goal which is tackled in both RWEs could be displayed in a different way than a goal which is only tackled by one RWE. In general, a goal can be related to a RWEF of each RWE using a relationship of the type (Attains, Fails, unrelated) 5 . There are thus, in principal, nine different dependency combinations (see Tab. 1). The correspondence of both examples with respect to a goal g can, however, be characterised using four categories:
g is related to both examples by the same link; C 2 :
g is related to both examples by different links;
g is only related to one example, but not to the other; C 4 :
g is related to none of the both examples; It is sufficient to use four different colours C 1 -C 4 to visualise the correspondence of both examples with respect to a goal g (see Tab. 1).
Fig. 6 (right) shows a possible visualisation of the goal model where the four combination types are assigned to different goal node representations. It now becomes apparent that e.g., concerning goal 5 For the sake of simplicity, we do not differentiate between attains and positive links, and fails and negative links, respectively.
Fig. 6: Finding Alternative Ways to Tackle a Goal (left) and Visualising Differences in RWEs (right).
g 1121 the examples completely differ. By retrieving the corresponding RWEFs of both RWEs, the attainment of this goal in e 2 and the failure in e 1 can be directly compared and studied. 
Different Viewpoints of Stakeholders
As described in Sect. 4.2, during a review, a stakeholder imposes his own view on a goal model and the relationships between the goals and fragments of an RWE e. Since the statements of the reviewer can independently concern a goal itself as well as the relationships between a goal and a related RWEF, we attach two colours to each goal g: one for the goal itself, and one for its relationship to an RWEF r as indicated in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3.
Change during review Visualisation of goal g C1 C2
C3
C4
The reviewer has agreed on goal g.
The reviewer has disagreed on goal g.
The reviewer has added goal g.
The reviewer has made no statement on goal g. The reviewer has agreed on a relationship of type lt between g and r.
Change during review
The reviewer has disagreed on a relationship of type lt between g and r.
The reviewer has added a relationship of type lt between g and r.
The reviewer has made no statement on a relationship between g and r.
Fig . 7 shows a goal model visualising the review results. Note that each goal node contains two coloured bars: the left for indicating the differences between the reviewer and the model builder concerning the goal itself and the right for indicating differences in the relationships to the RWEF. Using the colours defined in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3 one can see that during the review the existence of goal g 12 has been disagreed and that the reviewer has added goal g 13 . Furthermore, it becomes visible that an evidence for goal g 1121 as well as the goal itself has been confirmed by the reviewer, whereas there is an disagreement on an evidence for g 1122 . In the case of goal g 1123 the reviewer has introduced an additional relationship between the goal and an RWEF.
Thus, the annotated goal model provides an excellent basis for detecting conflicts in the perceptions of the different stakeholders. Following the traceability links, the corresponding RWEFs can be retrieved to support the negotiation and the resolution of these conflicts with concrete instances (examples). 6 Note that the described comparison of two RWE relies on the assumption that the analyst has defined valid dependencies between the RWEFs and the goals. If the established dependencies do not correspond with the reality the computed correspondence between the two RWE could obviously be wrong. But even in this case, the computed correspondence helps in detecting and correcting "incorrect" dependencies. 
Tab. 1: Possible Combinations of Relationships of two
Relevance and Success of Goals
While we have examined in the previous section how to visualise a goal model according to two different RWEs and according to two stakeholder views on the same RWE, we now present some simple, but effective ways to aggregate a set of evidences for a given goal and define some meaningful indices. These indices can be seen as a generalisation of the visualisations described in the previous sections 7 . Attainment and Failure Sets: As a preparation, we first define for a set of RWEs E and a goal g the • attainment set A g = {e∈E / e contains an RWEF r which is an attainment evidence for g};
• failure set F g = {e∈E / e contains an RWEF r which is a failure evidence for g} .
This means that A g collects all RWEs in which a goal g has been tackled successfully, whereas F g contains all RWEs where the analyst has observed a failure of g. Note that both sets must not necessarily be disjunctive since one example may contain different fragments where one fragment shows the attainment of g and the other one a failure of g. Real World Examples Considered: During the relation process, a goal need not necessarily be matched against all RWEs. This occurs, e.g., if the goal belongs to a goal branch below an orrefinement in the goal hierarchy. Then RWEs dealing with one branch are reasonably not taken into account by the other branch(es). Another reason is that certain RWEs may only be used for an in-depth validation of a part of the goal model in a subsequent analysis session.
It is therefore necessary to annotate each goal with the set of RWEs E g against which it was matched. The absolute number |E g | of RWEs considered for g is also important for assessing the statistical significance of the indices defined below. Relevance Index: For assessing the relevance of a goal, we count the RWEs in which g is tackled (either successfully or not) in proportion to all RWEs against which it was matched. For this purpose, we define the relevance index of g, R g , as
is thus a value ranging from 0 to 1. R g = 0 means that in none of the RWEs the attempt to attain g could be observed. Then, we can say that g is irrelevant with regard to our observations. There is no evidence that this goal is tackled at all in the current system. Conversely, the higher R g is the more relevant g is. 7 The set of proposed evidences could be extended by mechanism for combining beliefs in evidence and propagating such beliefs in an inference network as proposed by, e.g., Dempster-Shafer.
Fig. 7: Goal Tree Visualising the Differences between Stakeholder Views
that there are only failure evidences of g, whereas S g = 1 means that in each RWE dealing with g this goal is achieved. If S g = 0.5 there are as many attainment evidences as failure evidences. If there are neither attainment nor failure evidences for g, S g is undefined.
The above defined indices can now be used for displaying the goal tree in a variety of ways, e.g.: Highlight all goals with a low relevance index (e.g. below 0.2): This query could be used to find those goals for which there are only a few evidences. This could be the starting point for a more detailed analysis of why the goal is not or only slightly tackled according to the RWEs captured. Reasons may be that the goal is not considered in the current system, that it is hard to observe the goal, or that the goal must not be achieved to fulfil a super-goal. Highlight all goals with a low success index (e.g. below 0.2): Using this query, those goals can be found where the current system lacks support. By following the dependencies to the corresponding failure evidences, the reasons for the current problems can be accessed whenever needed for a more detailed analysis. Display all super-goals of an AND-reduction, which have a lower success index than the average of their sub-goals: This query also considers the structure of the goal model. If such super-goals can be found, this could indicate that there is a further sub-goal missing in the current goal model which is not attained by the current system. Another reason could be, that one of the sub-goals with a low success index may be particularly critical. Differences between stakeholder views: Given two stakeholder views (i.e. the ones of the original model builder and of the reviewer), the relevance and success indices can be defined for each view. Let S g and R g be the relevance and success indices of the view of the original model builder and S' g and R' g be the relevance and success indices of the view of the reviewer. Then we define the relevance and success difference as
indicates that the reviewer considers less RWEFs as evidences for the goal g than the original model builder, while ∆R g < 0 means that the reviewer has found additional evidences. Similarly, ∆S g > 0 means that the reviewer disagrees with the attainment of g in some RWEFs and/or that he has found additional failure evidences.
The goals with a high mismatch in the stakeholders' views concerning relevance and success, i.e. where |∆R g | and |∆S g | are greater than a certain threshold, can now be depicted in a different colour and should be examined more closely. Again, the possibilities to access the related RWEFs facilitates an effective negotiation between the two stakeholders.
The PRIME-CREWS Modelling Environment
The creation, maintenance and use of the fine-grained interrelations between RWEFs and the components of the current-state model requires appropriate tool support. This has been realised in the PRIME-CREWS environment. We first sketch in Sect. 5.1 PRIME (PRocess Integrated Modelling Environment), a framework for process integrated modelling environments, which underlies PRIME-CREWS. PRIME offers generic mechanisms for supporting method adaptability as a basis for incorporating method guidance for establishing and applying the interrelations. We then outline in Sect. 5.2 the tools supporting the creation and visualisation of the fine-grained interrelations and describe the trace repository in which the information is being recorded. In Sect. 5.3, we briefly sketch the implementation of the PRIME-CREWS environment.
Method Adaptable Tools Based on the PRIME Framework
An important requirement is therefore, that the method knowledge underlying the tool support, e.g. the sequence of steps necessary for relating an RWEF to a goal with a certain dependency link type, is not hard-coded in the tools. Instead, it should be defined outside the tools for enabling an easy adaptation. Moreover, the method guidance offered by the tools clearly depends on the conceptual target models used and must be therefore extensible for multiple target formalisms.
Process-Centred Engineering Environments (PCEEs, [15] ), which define method knowledge in explicit process models, in principle enable such an adaptation. They can be divided into three conceptually distinguishable domains [14] , [31] .
The modelling domain comprises of all activities for defining and maintaining process models using a formal language with an underlying operational semantics, which enables the mechanical interpretation of the models. The enactment domain encompasses what takes place in a PCEE to support (guide, enforce, control) process performance; this is essentially a mechanical interpretation of the process models by a so-called process engine. The performance domain is defined as the set of actual activities conducted by human agents and non-human agents (computer tools).
The interactions between these domains characterise the way in which model-based method support is provided. A process model is first instantiated within the modelling domain and passed to the enactment domain, i.e. process parameters like resources and time scheduling are bound to the projectspecific values. Based on the interpretation of the instantiated model, the enactment domain supports, controls, and monitors the activities of the performance domain. The performance domain provides feedback information about the current process status to the enactment domain as a prerequisite for adjusting process model enactment to the actual process performance and enabling branches, backtracks, and loops in the process model enactment.
Thus, the fundamental mechanism provided by PCEEs is suitable for process execution based on explicit method definitions. In addition to the coarse-grained project management support provided by PCEEs, fine-grained support is required to enable method-driven developer guidance and trace capture. For example, a fine-grained method fragment guides the developer in performing reviewing activities on goal concepts selected in a goal editor by retrieving related RWEFs displayed in a multimedia tool and displaying information about the annotations back in the goal editor.
This would require that different tools (e.g. goal editor and multimedia editor) work systematically together according to the defined method fragment, and support the developer in annotating, e.g., the right RWEFs for the reviewed goal.
We have extended the PCEE approach resulting in a framework for process-integrated environments called PRIME (see [34] for a detailed description). In contrast to existing PCEEs, method fragments enacted in a PRIME-based environment, influence the behaviour of the tools, e.g. by restricting the selectable menu items and product parts in a tool according to the current process enactment state. In addition, the process integration provided by PRIME empowers the developer to initiate the enactment of predefined method fragments which, e.g. guide him in relating an RWEF to a corresponding goal of a goal model.
Besides elementary method steps, e.g. for creating a goal, we have defined altogether about 40 method fragments for the systematic interrelation of conceptual goal models with RWEs (Sect. 3), for various explanation situations (Sect. 4.1) as well as for reviewing activities (Sect. 4.2) and visualisation modes (Sect. 4.3). These method fragments are continuously adapted and augmented as method knowledge increases.
Establishing, Managing and Visualising Trace Information
As described in Sect. 4, the key prerequisite for comparing different RWEs, explaining the currentstate goal model, comparing multiple stakeholder viewpoints and reviewing goal model components is to establish fine-grained trace relations between RWEFs and individual goals.
Trace Repository for Fine-grained Product and Dependency Models
A primary requirement is the persistent management of all products and traceability information in a logically centralised repository. Due to the amount of information captured and its heterogeneity, (e.g. goal models. real world examples) suitable structuring mechanisms are crucial for enabling an efficient and selective retrieval of the stored information. Moreover, the granularity of the underlying product models must be much finer than the document level since one wants, e.g., store a relationship between an individual goal and an RWEF, which are both parts of larger aggregates.
We have based our PRIME-CREWS trace repository on a product and process repository approach developed for the precursor environment PROART [30] . The repository adopts the four-level architecture of the IRDS standard [18] and structures the product models according to the dimensions representation, specification, and agreement [29] (for a detailed discussion of the repository see [31] ). Orthogonal to these dimensions, dependency models are defined which provide dependency types for capturing trace relationships between arbitrary product parts.
For the PRIME-CREWS environment we have extended the repository by additional product models (e.g. goal model and multimedia models) as well as new dependency types which are specifically required for linking RWEFs with elements of goal models, namely the Attains, Fails, Positive, and Negative link types.
(Semi-)Automated and Adaptable Trace Capture
Due to the amount of traceability information produced, its recording must be automated as far as possible. Moreover, the kind of trace information captured should be adaptable to project and organisation specific needs [32] , [13] .
The basic approach is to derive as much trace information as possible out of the context of the current process performance. For this purpose, we augment the defined method fragments with additional method steps for storing traceability information automatically or to remind the developer to provide needed information. An example is the method fragment for validating a goal model component against RWEs. Whenever a goal and a corresponding RWEF have been selected by the user, a link is created between these objects. 8 
The Whiteboard Editor: Structuring Multimedia Artefacts
The structuring of RWEs as a basis for creating fine-grained traceability relationships to goal models is supported by a PRIME-based tool called PRIME-CREWS whiteboard editor. Its main functionality is to store, present, edit and reference all kinds of multimedia representations. The main usability concept behind the tool is the notion of having a whiteboard to collect, review and organise all incoming media after a site visit. Because RWEs can consist of many media objects e.g., a pre-cut video and extracted fragments plus several audio recordings and screen dumps, we organise them in folders each representing one RWE.
The editing facilities of the whiteboard editor support the extraction of arbitrary parts of the media objects, which can be linked to any model component managed by the PRIME-CREWS environment, to establish traceability information. This is accomplished for video and audio by selecting start and end points for extracting arbitrary time fragments and for images by cutting out rectangular parts. It is also possible to specify a characteristic freezer image for a video, which facilitates the identification of the video clip content while it is not running. Each video clip has individual playing and editing controls, which can be used for viewing and cutting of scenes. Several videos can be put side by side and viewed in parallel. Videos and images can be variably enlarged and shrunk.
During a review, each media object related to a goal being considered is presented in the whiteboard editor together with two button bars; one for indicating the dependency relationship stated by the original model builder (Attains, Fails, Positive, Negative), one for indicating the judgement of the reviewer (agreed, disagreed, added, no statement). This is illustrated in the example in Sect. 6.2.
The Goal Editor: Construction and Visualisation of Annotated Goal Models
For constructing and visualising an annotated goal model according to the trace links to related RWEFs, we implemented a PRIME-based goal editor for the PRIME-CREWS environment.
The goal editor supports the construction of goal models using AND/OR reduction/refinement. For simplicity, goal models are presented as trees in the goal editor. This is no real restriction, assuming that the goal models are a-cyclic graphs and that cross connected goal nodes are made redundant in the tree hierarchy.
Besides goal model construction, the main functionality of the goal editor is the computation of the annotations based on the relationships to RWEFs and the suitable visualisations of computed annotations. This includes computing and visualising the differences of two RWE with respect to their relations to the goal model as described in Sect. 4.3.1, visualising two different stakeholder views as described in Sect. 4.3.2, and visualising the calculated relevance and success indices as described in Sect. 4.3.3. The latter two visualisation modes will be illustrated in more detail in the example presented in Sect. 6.2.
Implementation
The PRIME-CREWS environment has been implemented with C++ using the PRIME implementation framework [34] . It runs on both Solaris and Windows 95/NT. The goal models, the multimedia artefacts, their relations as well as any other products are persistently stored in a repository implemented on top of a relational database. Currently, we use the Sybase 11 RDBMS and Microsoft Access, but the data storage layer is implemented to support any database providing an ODBC interface. For the user interface, we used the ILOG Views toolkit, while the multimedia facilities within the whiteboard editor have been realised using Apple's QuickTime library.
Trial Application
We have validated our approach by a small trial application performed at a manufacturing company called ADITEC. This company produces machine gears for various kinds of industrial devices.
In Sect. 6.1 we outline the design of our study. In Sect. 6.2 we illustrate the main features of our approach by selected examples drawn from the case study. In Sect. 6.3 we summarise our experiences made.
Overview
The overall aim of the trial application was to improve the production management system employed at the ADITEC company. ADITEC uses a commercial Manufacturing Resource Planing system (MRP), a production scheduling system consisting of an Order Dispatch System (ODS) and individual Machine Terminals (MT) which are mounted at each Production Cell (PC). The MRP system is used to register and plan customer orders. The resulting production plans are then routed to the ODS where the foreman performs a detailed scheduling on a machine-grained level. The resulting orders are sent to the individual MTs. The workers use the MT to fetch their orders and report the production times. Due to problems with inconsistent and erroneous reporting data, the ADITEC management initiated an analysis of the information flows between the MRP system and the production cells.
For obtaining a first rough picture of the ADITEC problem, we conducted a kick-off workshop with the ADITEC representatives employing traditional interview techniques. Based on this information, we identified those parts of the production management system that were most suited and interesting for our approach. These parts included hard-to-describe aspects like dispatching the machinegrained orders from the ODS and their reception at the individual MTs or the temporal sequence of reporting set-up, production, and measurement data by the workers at the PCs.
Altogether, we captured about 20 observations at seven different work places (the foreman's workplace at the ODS and six production cells). These observations were assembled to six real-world ex-amples. The number of different observation settings (work places, workers) was thus of manageable size, yet sufficient to show significant differences.
The actual RE team comprised five members: the ADITEC technical manager (mechanical engineer) and the ADITEC foreman acting as domain experts and three members of the CREWS team acting as requirements engineers. In addition, the workers were indirectly involved by the observation of their work places.
The tools of the PRIME-CREWS environment were solely operated by ourselves, e.g. for creating elements of the goal model, for cutting out an RWEF, or for linking a goal with an RWEF. This was primarily due to the usability flaws which are unavoidable for an academic research prototype.
Application Examples
We illustrate five specific application examples drawn from the trial application: defining a currentstate model based on RWEs (Sect. 6.2.1); explanation support (Sect. 6.2.2); reviewing a goal model (section 6.2.3); validating a goal model against a larger set of RWEs (Sect. 6.2.4); visualising an annotated goal model (Sect. 6.2.5).
For better understandability, we refer to the stakeholders occurring in the examples by their names: Peter, Klaus, and Patrick (the requirements engineers), Franz (the ADITEC manager), Fred (the foreman), and Walter and Guido (two of the workers). Please note that the verbal narration of the contents of the real world observations is sometimes inevitably lengthy and difficult to understand, whereas it would be instantly clear watching them on video; one reason why we propose the use of video and other rich media instead of textual representations.
For presentation purposes, we mainly consider lower level goals in the examples. We have chosen lower-level goals, since the related RWEFs are relatively small and their content is thus more easily and briefly to narrate. It would have also been possible to illustrate our approach using more higher level goals, e.g. the goal "optimise required set up time". But in this case, the verbal narration of the contents of the related RWEFs would have been more lengthy.
Defining a Current-State Model Based on Real World Examples
For obtaining an initial goal model of the ADITEC production management system, the requirements engineering team first performed recordings of on-site observations of how an order is dispatched, processed and reported back. For this purpose, Klaus observed the foreman Fred dispatching some orders to the production cells, i.e. entering the production data and generating the orders in the MRP and ODS. Peter recorded the processing of the dispatched orders at the shopfloor by the worker Walter who obtained the orders through his machine terminal.
Creation of new goals based on observations: Returning from the observation visit, Peter used the PRIME-CREWS environment to systematically relate the RWE to an initial goal model. Based on the information gained from the RWE, Peter refined the goal G1.1 ("Support production order transfer") with a sub-goal G1.1.1 ("Order is scheduled"). Guided by a method fragment of the PRIME-CREWS environment, Peter was prompted to enter the description for the goal. Then he created a representative cut-out fragment of the real world example in the whiteboard editor. In addition, he selected a characteristic freezer image of the RWEF that could be used for later reference of the scene.
Adding unclassified goals: In addition to the information Peter expected to observe, he detected additional activities: During production, Walter performed some unexpected interactions with the terminal. Rewinding the example several times enabled Peter to recognise that Walter used the terminal after measuring the produced parts. Since Peter could not interpret the goal behind the observed actions, he created a "to-be-determined"-goal (TBD) together with a short description ("Interaction with MT after measuring parts"). The goal was created using a variant of the method steps described above, which also linked the cut-out fragment to the newly created concept.
The results of Peter's elicitation session were the initial goal model (Fig. 8, right window) , the created RWEFs which had caused the creation of the goals and the typed dependency links introduced between the goals and the RWEFs. 
Explanation Support
The gradually established traceability information between the goal model and the RWEFs was used in the ADITEC study for a variety of explanation purposes. For example, the new RE team member Patrick who did not participate in the first site visits used the goal model together with the linked RWEFs to become familiar with the processes carried out at ADITEC. Continuing with our example, the results of the pre-structured elicitation observations were discussed with the domain experts in the next group meeting.
Explaining goals with RWEFs: Peter used the PRIME-CREWS environment to explain the goal tree by retrieving the RWEFs linked to the goals. For example, the value (+):1 of goal G1.1.1 in the goal editor (Fig. 8 , right window) indicated that it had been linked to an RWEF by an Attains link. To clarify with the domain experts whether the right abstractions had been made, Peter selected this goal in the goal editor. After activating a corresponding method fragment, the whiteboard editor displayed the RWEF "View_RWE1_schedule_order " used for eliciting the goals (Fig. 8, left window) . On default, the RWEF is presented by its characteristic image. The play time interval of the fragment within the original RWE is visualised by the black bar in the play control of the fragment. By pressing the attached play button this interval was played so that the domain experts got an example for the goal as explanation.
Accessing the goals of an RWEF: Watching a real-world example, Franz wondered how the sequence showing Walter reading some information from the machine terminal was considered in the goal model. He used a method fragment for retrieving the goals related to the RWEF of which the displayed picture of the video is a part of. By following the typed interrelations the goal G1.1.3 ("Orders are retrieved by worker") was retrieved and highlighted in the goal editor. Franz agreed that in this sequence the machine terminal was used to display the order information properly.
Resolving the to-be-determined goal: Peter presented the TBD-goal elicited together with the linked RWEF to the domain experts. They realised that quality measurements, which play a crucial role in the production process, were not yet expressed properly in the goal tree. They resolved the TBD goal by changing it into a new goal G1.3 ("Support quality data exchange") and elicited further sub-goals from the video example. Thereby, they qualified the existing relationship to the RWEF showing the quality measurements as attainment of the new goals. 
Reviewing a Goal Tree
The
The goal editor supported Klaus in retrieving the RWEFs related to the goals. The whiteboard editor displayed, in addition to the retrieved RWEFs, the relationships and their types created by Peter between the RWEFs and the goals. Moreover, Klaus could state in the whiteboard editor if he agreed or disagreed with the interrelation.
Retrieval of linked RWEFs: The system supported Klaus in examining Peter's model by highlighting existing goal-RWEF relations in the goal editor while playing the RWEFs in the whiteboard editor. At some points, Klaus stopped playing the RWEFs and augmented the existing model. For supporting a comparison of Peter's and Klaus' views (see Sect. 6.2.5) the changes made by Klaus have been marked by the PRIME-CREWS environment.
Agreeing with a goal-RWEF relationship: Retrieving and observing the RWEF related to the goal G1.2.2 Klaus confirmed the attainment of the goal, i.e. he agreed with Peter that the RWEF showed Walter trying to report his production times. He expressed the agreement by selecting the agree option in the whiteboard editor.
Disagreeing with a goal-RWEF relationship: Retrieving and observing the RWEF related to the goal G1.3.1, Klaus interpreted the RWEF related to goal G1.3.1 as a failure. This was in contrast to Peter. Klaus therefore selected the disagree option in the whiteboard editor.
Eliciting new goals and adding relationships: In addition, Klaus observed that different production times were reported by the worker with varying success. Therefore, he refined goal G1.2.1 ("Production times are measured") into sub-goals describing that set-up times as well as the beginning and the end time of the production have to be reported. He linked the goals to the corresponding RWEFs and selected the added option in the whiteboard editor.
Validation against Multiple Real World Examples
During group meetings and reviews, conflicts and poor understanding of certain system aspects became evident which raised the need to analyse these aspects more deeply. In the ADITEC application, the discussion with the domain experts and the review by Klaus elicited some open issues about the usage of machine order data and how quality measurements are performed. To clarify the actual situation at the production cells, the analysis team scheduled another site visit. This time the prime objective was to consolidate and eventually refine the current understanding by a larger set of evidences. Therefore, the RE team performed detailed observations at the production cells involving several different workers at several different machines. As a result, the goal model developed so far was validated against five additional RWEs.
Relating a goal to an attainment evidence: The first RWE showed worker Guido stepping towards his machine terminal calling up the next machine order and browsing through the data displayed. Peter interpreted this scene as an attainment of goal G1.3. Therefore, he created the fragment and related it to the goal concept via an Attains link.
Relating a goal to failure evidence: Observing Guido's terminal operations, Peter discovered that although Guido was able to retrieve the production data, he did not manage to report the production times he needed for the lots produced. During production, the terminal refused to accept his production times. Guido did not seem to comprehend why reporting the times was impossible and gave up. The reason was that Guido had forgotten to report the beginning of the set-up. Peter therefore linked goal G2.2 to a combined set of fragments via a Fails link.
Distinguishing positive and negative examples for goals: After having analysed all RWEs, Peter distinguished those fragments, which showed the preferred or even ideal way of attaining a certain goal, e.g. the goal G1.3. He was supported by the PRIME-CREWS environment by a method fragment which performed a query on the stored relationship between the goal and the RWEFs and displayed all fragments related to this goal via an Attains link in the whiteboard editor. The RWEFs were displayed with their characteristic freezer image, so that Peter could easily identify the right fragment.
Peter decided that the observation of worker Guido retrieving his order data was the best evidence for goal G1.3. He thus linked the RWEF by a Positive link to goal G1.3. Using a similar method fragment, Peter also marked certain failure evidences as Negative examples.
Visualising an Annotated Goal Tree
During the ADITEC study, the elements of the goal model were elicited, validated, and refined in several sessions. Consequently, most goals were annotated by multiple RWEFs. Moreover, different stakeholder views were imposed on the goal model and its relationships to the RWEFs (in this case Peter's and Klaus' views). As the number of goals, RWEFs and links between them grew, it became increasingly hard to keep an overview and to find those goals, which were not properly treated by the current system or which were regarded differently by different stakeholders. In this situation, the visualisation possibilities offered by the PRIME-CREWS environment provided an excellent orientation support for quickly finding critical goals and related RWEFs.
Visualising the success and relevance of goal attainment: For demonstrating the most critical parts of the current system to the ADITEC management, Peter used the goal editor to display the annotated goal model for all six RWEs analysed. His aim was to focus on those goals which were only partially (low relevance index) or unsuccessfully (low success index) treated in the six RWEs. For each goal, the absolute number of attainment and failure evidences was displayed. For each goal, the R-bar and the S-bar indicate the relevance and success index, respectively. The larger the green share of each bar is, the higher is the relevance and success index (Fig. 9, right window) .
For instance, goal G1.1.3 had been tackled in all six RWEs, which resulted to a relevance index of 1. The success index calculated to 2/3 for goal G1.1.3, because four times an attainment had been observed and twice a failure (4 / (4 + 2)). These two values were interpreted in the way that the observations covered this goal to 100% and that it worked quite successfully in the real world (in 2/3 of all cases). On the other hand, the values for the goals dealing with reporting data using the machine terminals (G1.2.1, G1.2.2 and G1.3.2) indicated several problems. For example: the workers had only been observed to measure production times (G1.2.1) in three out of six cases and the success index for this Fig. 9 : Visualising Success and Relevance Indices activity was even lower: 1/3. For illustrating the problems with goal G1.2.1, Peter selected the goal and retrieved the related RWEFs, which were displayed in the whiteboard editor (Fig. 9, left window) .
Visualising conflicts in interpretation: After Klaus had finished his review session (see Sect. 6.2.3), Peter and Klaus used the goal editor to display differences in their interpretations. They invoked a method fragment to display the review results of Klaus and the original goal model of Peter. The method fragments marks variations in the two models. More precisely, the G-bar of each goal node indicates the differences in the goal structure and the D-bar indicates differences in the dependencies defined between the goals and the RWEFs.
As shown in Fig. 10 (right part), the green (light grey) G-bars of goals G1.1.1 to G1.1.3 expressed that Klaus had confirmed the correctness of these goals. For goal G1.2.1, Klaus had added a new link to an RWEF as indicated by the blue (dark grey) D-bar. To get a more detailed picture of Klaus' interpretations, Peter invoked the whiteboard editor, which automatically displayed the RWEFs related to G1.2.1 (Fig. 10, left part) . A specific mode was used, where each related RWEF is annotated by its link type to the goal (Attains, Fails, Pos./Neg. buttons in the upper line) and by the interpretation of the reviewer (Agree, Disagree, No Statement, Added buttons in the lower line). Here, Peter recognised that Klaus had agreed with his interpretation of View_RWE1_report_setup and View_RWE2_report_setup as failure evidences, whereas Klaus had identified a third RWEF (View_RWE3_report_setup) as an additional attainment evidence.
Finally, the visualisation also showed that Klaus had disapproved the refinement of goal 1.3.1 into the sub-goals G1.3.1.1 and G1.3.1.2. As indicated by the red (grey) D-and G-bars, he had disagreed with the two sub-goals and the dependencies between the sub-goals and the RWEFs.
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Sup port information excha ng e for production man ageme nt The ADITEC trial application was a first experimental case study of using our approach whose results, also due to the participation of the tool developers, should not be over-generalised. Nevertheless, some tentative conclusions can be drawn from this experience.
The ADITEC domain experts found that the fine-grained relations of the goals to the RWEFs significantly facilitated the understandability of the goal models and led to an improved shared understanding of temporally and spatially distributed observations made by different team members. The access to the related RWEFs helped to make the abstraction processes of the requirements engineers more transparent and to match them against the implicit knowledge of the domain experts. From our (i.e. the requirements engineers') point of view, the detection of conflicts in the assessment of certain goals by the visualisation possibilities and the retrieval of related RWEFs was most advantageous. It enabled an efficient negotiation process, which finally resulted in a common understanding of the concepts of the goal model. Moreover, the introduction of new team members with the problem domain and the model definition was significantly facilitated by the captured RWEs and their fine-grained interrelations with the goals defined in the conceptual goal model. In our case, Patrick was able to understand the problems by retrieving and watching the captured RWEFs; a site visit was not required.
On the other hand, our approach clearly adds to the workload of the stakeholders who are in charge of eliciting and validating the requirements of a new system. In the extracts of the ADITEC study presented in the preceding section, it took roughly two person days of additional work to capture the real world scenes at the different work places, to arrange the captured material to the RWEs, and to relate them to the successively defined goals. However, it should be noted, that we spent almost half of the additional time with digitising and cutting the material properly which was to a large part due to the prototypical nature of our video equipment. Once we had transferred the video material in our PRIME-CREWS environment, the actual work of creating links between RWEFs and goal model components was significantly facilitated by the method guidance provided by the environment According to this experience, the following aspects should be considered before applying our approach:
• Group of stakeholders with different backgrounds: If only two or three stakeholders with a similar background of knowledge and experience in the application domain have to negotiate a currentstate model, it is likely that they find an agreement without referring back to related RWEFs. But the more stakeholders have to communicate and the more diverse background knowledge they have, the more essential it is to make the abstraction processes transparent. In this situation, the comparison of several real-world fragments related to the same goal and the visualisation of conflicts between the original modeller and his reviewer(s) enables efficient negotiation processes.
Even if only few stakeholders are involved in system development, the RWEFs and their interrelations with the goals could be essential to understand the actual system during system maintenance or in the case of future system improvements or replacements.
• Correspondence of RWEFs and goals: In some cases, the correspondence between fragments of the RWEs under consideration and the goals to be validated or elicited may not be obvious for an external system analyst by merely watching the RWEs. In these situations, it is necessary to exploit additional sources of information, e.g. to involve domain experts during the extraction and relation of RWEFs to goals. Another technique we used in the ADITEC example is to let the observed workers think aloud about the actions they are performing during the observation. This facilitated the detection of certain goals behind RWEs significantly.
• Pre-existing system and observable system usage: Our approach relies on the assumption that there exists a current system which already offers a large portion of the functionality of the new system. Moreover, it is important that the system aspects and usage under consideration can actually be captured by rich media. Thus, our approach would probably be less suitable for, e.g., embedded systems, or when the current system covers the functionality of the future system only to a very small degree.
• Expensive, hard-to-repeat and hard-to-describe observations: The use of persistent rich media and its relation to conceptual current-state models is most beneficial when the observation of a certain task or system aspect is expensive or hard to repeat. Moreover, rich media tend to be closer to reality, in particular when the observations are hard to describe. Although even video-taped scenes may reflect the bias of the analyst performing the video-taping, they are still more objective than relying on written minutes or even the personal memory of the analyst.
• System usage can not be observed by all stakeholders: Also in this case, the recorded observations are helpful to provide all stakeholders with information which is as close as possible to reality.
• Delayed analysis of distributed observations: If certain tasks or system aspects are spatially and/or temporally distributed an observation by just one stakeholder is almost impossible. In these cases, the persistent recording of the observation lays the foundation for separating the observation task from the analysis of the observation. The advantage is that distributed system aspects can be viewed at once and by all affected stakeholders.
Related Work
Some user-centred design and ethnography approaches provide a detailed descriptions for preparing and performing real world observations and for interpreting the observations captured on video and other recording means (e.g., SEP [26] , Xerox Parc [5] , [43] ). Defining such a method, however, was not the focus of our work. We concentrated our efforts on providing support for interrelating recorded observations (RWEs) and conceptual models, especially goal models, and on using these interrelations for explanation, evaluation and comparison of RWEs and goal models. In Sect. 4.1 we described how RWEFs related with goals can be used to ground communication and explanation of abstract concepts on instances. Systems providing multimedia management facilities like AMORE [10] , [45] or Raison d'Etre [9] and approaches supplying paper based access to captured multimedia [5] , [26] are used for explanation and communication of concepts and requirements between stakeholders with various backgrounds and less formal training. Another class of approaches relates textual scenarios and conceptual models. ScenIC from Colin Potts et al. [1] , [2] , [35] , [36] and Alistair Cockburn's extended use cases [8] are two approaches that are especially featuring goal models. Whereas in ScenIC, goals are extended with scenarios for explanation and exploration, Cockburn extends use cases with goals for structuring them. The cited publications only support the explanation of abstract concepts with examples, but not vice versa. For instance, AMORE, aggregates multimedia objects representing sources and background information to requirements. For Raison d'Etre a keyword-based search on video transcripts is implemented for assessing media related to a special topic of interest. All these approaches do not provide explanation and information on the examples themselves. As described in Sect. 4.1.2, in PRIME-CREWS the goals behind a real world example can be queried, or the example can be analysed with respect to its quality (positive or negative), problems revealed etc.
Creating conceptual descriptions of how things are performed in the real world in the form of activity lists in SEP [26] , storyboards and workflow maps at Xerox Parc [5] , or data and control flow diagram with AMORE makes a comparison of real world examples difficult. Stakeholders might perform the same task differently and there might be several completely different ways of reaching a goal. McGraw and Harbinson demand comparison on a higher level, but only define activity-based comparison of observations, which are evaluated using occurrence ratios for the activities. In Sect. 4.3.1 we presented a possible solution for this demand by comparing RWEs in respect to goals. Evaluating dependency relations between RWEs and goals enabled us to display differences and possible correspondences between two examples as well as the determination of overall relevance and success of goals in the real world.
As described in Sect. 4.2, the abstractions performed by analysing RWEs are always personal interpretations of the analyst. Different stakeholders may have different interpretations. Therefore, it is necessary to support several stakeholders in eliciting and validating conceptual models as well as reviewing the others interpretations against the RWE and then to be able to display differences between them. All approaches cited above provide only one interpretation for a real world observations. They are thus not considering these problems.
Conclusions
We have presented an approach for bridging the gap between concrete examples of current system usage (scenarios) and conceptual current-state models. To support the definition of a conceptual goal model of the existing system (current-state model) we have proposed to capture system usage using rich media and to interrelate those observations with the goal definitions. More precisely, we have proposed to relate the RWEFs which have caused the definition of a goal or against which a goal was validated with the corresponding goal. Thereby a fine-grained interrelation between the conceptual goal model and the recorded observations is established. Thus, our approach particularly aims at making the abstraction process more transparent and traceable.
We have defined basic method fragments for establishing typed traceability relations between the captured RWEs and the goal models. In addition, we have defined method fragments for using the fine-grained interrelations to visualise the evidence of the defined goals, to compare different stakeholders' viewpoints and to compare different RWEs.
We have implemented our approach in a prototypical environment, PRIME-CREWS. PRIME-CREWS supports the creation and use of the interrelations between the goals and the RWEFs. It offers tools for multimedia management, goal modelling and for the visualisation of the various annotations computed based on the fine-grained interrelations.
We have illustrated the main benefits of our approach using examples drawn from a trial application at ADITEC. According to our experience, interrelating captured observations with conceptual goal models facilitates the definition and agreement of the main features provided by the existing system. Amongst others, the ADITEC trial application has shown that • new team members and untrained stakeholders use the fine-grained interrelation to access RWEFs as explanations for goals defined in the current-state model; • comparing different RWEs and comparing goal models defined by different stakeholders is facilitated by the annotated goal trees; • reviewing conceptual models is significantly improved by using the typed interrelations to understand and justify the abstraction process made during the definition of the conceptual models; • the visualisation of the review results in an annotated goal tree improves the resolution of detected conflicts/shortcomings. Our approach of interrelating RWEFs with model components can be adapted to any kind of conceptual target model, i.e. the modelling language used to define the current-state can be manifold. For example, data (e.g., entity relationship models [6] or the static structure diagrams of UML [37] ), behaviour (e.g., statecharts [17] ), and/or functional (e.g., data flow diagrams [46] or business process models [42] ) conceptual models can be used as target languages. In contrast to goal languages, such languages are mostly used during later RE phases.
The adaptation of our approach to another target language, as our own experience with message trace diagrams and static structure diagrams of UML indicates, requires the definition of new interrelation types to be used to relate the RWEFs with the concepts provided by the target language chosen. Future research is concerned with the
• propagation of goal-RWEF relations to higher-level goals: We will investigate how relationships of medium-and low-level goals to RWEFs can be propagated to higher-level goals which are not directly observable, especially when sub-goals of a common super-goal are related to the same RWE by different link types.
• consideration of additional target languages: We will consider the static structure and behavioural system description of UML as target languages and investigate in the goal-driven definition of static structure and behaviour models using the interrelated RWEFs and the goals to support their definition and viewpoint resolution.
• use of existing current-state model: We will investigate in the application of our approach for validating and adjusting existing current-state and system design models against newly captured real world observations.
• applicability of patterns: To improve the guidance offered for the elicitation and validation of conceptual (goal) models from captured observations, we will integrate patterns (e.g., Problem Patterns [19] , Analysis Patterns [16] ) in our approach.
